
PSL Intern - Cannabis
About OnePointOne
OnePointOne (OPO) is developing the world's most advanced indoor plant production facility. We seek to
develop and deploy a global network of industrial-scale automated indoor farms, giving OPO the unique
ability to support and augment much of the world's plant production in a wide variety of industries.
OPO’s mission is to aid in nourishing the OnePointOne billion people that began this millennium hungry,
while preserving the Earth and her resources. With an incredible team operating at the nexus of plant
science, automation, data science and brainpower, a new form of agriculture is being born at
OnePointOne.

Our culture is characterized by the following core values:

1. Integrity.

2. Determination to succeed.

3. Comfortable with change.

4. Collaboration/team player.

OPO is extremely protective of our culture and our employees. In return, we expect the highest

standards of communication, resourcefulness and dedication.

About the PSL Technician - Biopharma
We are looking for a dedicated plant grower to join our team to help coordinate and conduct
experiments on the cutting edge of plant science. This role would help manage and monitor the growth
conditions and results of plants in a fully controlled environment at the OnePointOne R&D Facility -
starting with edible crops and leading into Cannabis production.

PSL Technician - Cannabis:

● Technician is responsible for administering growing protocols for different species of flowering
plant products. These protocols as well as any supervision for experimental design will be
provided by the Plant Science Management Team. Technician would be fully onsite and
immediately responsible for troubleshooting technical operations. They would also be
responsible for updating confluence with data collected as well as photographs or status updates
on weekly cannabis status meetings.

PSL Technician - Biopharma Requirements:

● BS in plant or agriculture related field preferred



● combination or academic and work experience will be considered

● Requires at least 3  years of experience in academic and/or practical work experience

● Proven academic or professional experience in plant cultivation in CEA environments, either
greenhouse, grow chambers or vertical farming system.

● Experience in plant data collection and measurements

● Ability to use google suite (Docs/Slides/Sheets) for updating teammates

● Ability to use Slack and zoom as means of communication

Requirements:

● Positive, dependable, highly organized, and results-oriented

● Ability to troubleshoot proactively

● Excellent communication skills and attention to detail

● Excellent teamwork and communication skills

● Scheduling flexibility for overtime as necessary to meet the needs of the job

● Some weekend work will be required

● Extensive experience with developing presentation material

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf2ybzobzsxuHPYLX2NIdOSwkdBTcXVP6wO7Qg84Wa1bPUodA/viewform
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